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When I started ProSlide almost 30 years ago, the water 
park industry was in its infancy. 

What drew me in so deeply was the pioneering energy in 
the parks and the entrepreneurs with the attitude ‘if we 
build it, they will come’. 

As exciting as those early days were, none of us could have 
predicted just how far the industry would come: water 
parks that rival theme parks, hotel resorts centered around 
water attractions, strong growth in all corners of the world 
and so much more. 

From the beginning I knew that innovation would be critical 
to our customers’ success. So we set about creating 
attractions that would help our customers differentiate their parks and deliver the most memorable guest experiences.

To this day, we have the very good fortune of working with the best of the best. I’m humbled by the opportunity to become your 
trusted partner: driving continuous innovation and delivering premium quality. 

On behalf of everyone on the ProSlide team, we thank you for your ongoing partnership. And we look forward to the next 30 
years of water park success! 

Sincerely,

Rick Hunter
President and CEO
ProSlide Technology
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Celebrating 30 Years
Innovation and customer focus 
drive our business.

As a former ski racer, ProSlide CEO Rick 
Hunter’s goal has always been to mirror 
skiing’s smooth turns, steep grades and 
big drops in our water rides.

When he founded ProSlide in 1986, Rick 
partnered with one of Canada’s largest 
sailboat manufacturers. This powerful 
team introduced the highest-quality 
fiberglass – built to withstand harsh 
marine conditions – to the water park 
industry. 

Rick Hunter - Canadian Master’s Champion

Defining ‘World’s Best’. In the 1990’s, 
demand for water parks was exploding. 
Dozens of vendors were building basic 
rides; most of them poorly designed.

With Rick’s skiing experience, he 
understood exactly how he wanted the 
rides to feel and the physics to make it 
happen.

So we spent our early years significantly 
improving ‘classic’ water rides. We used 
compound curves for faster, tighter turns. 
Introduced massive fiberglass flumes – 
double the width and triple the height – to 
accommodate the world’s first six-person 
rafts. Invented mat racers with new 
looping shapes. And so much more.

Inventing iconic. As the industry matured, 
our customers began asking for rides 
that would help them stand out among 
their competitors. Rides that could handle 
the large numbers of guests they were 
attracting. 

It was this demand that drove us to invent 
radical new features, like the TORNADO® 
funnel and the BehemothBOWL™. Both 
rides, with unheard of capacities, took 
the market by storm. And changed the 
landscape of water parks forever. 

The immediate success of these iconic 
features quickly evolved into a suite of 
products sized for tighter spaces and 
smaller parks.

To this day, ProSlide iconic rides are 
considered must-have attractions for 
every new park.

Leading the technology revolution. 
Innovation is the lifeblood of this industry 
and is what drives the ProSlide team. In 
the last five years alone, we’ve introduced 
more than 25 new products. 

Rides like our HydroMAGNETIC® LIM water 
coasters. And the newest RocketBLAST™ 
coaster that takes water propulsion 
to a new level. As well as our massive 
hybrid rides that combine two and three 
individual rides into a single experience.

Much of this innovation was driven by 
customer demand. Not only did you 
encourage us to challenge the status quo 
but you trusted that we could make it 
happen. 

Together we have evolved this industry to 
where it is today. For that, we thank you! 

Wet‘n’Wild Sydney, Australia

Holiday World, USA
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Beach Park, Brazil

2000s

Noah’s Ark, USA

Aquopolis Villanueva, Spain

OCT Tianjin Happy Valley, China

Splish Splash, USA

Serpentine: TWISTER™

PIPEline™

Speed Slides: FreeFALL™

TurboTWISTER™   MultiBUMP™

Aquatic Play: KIDZ MiniRiver™

KIDZ Twister™

Bowls: ProBOWL™ 30
Custom Complexes

Speed Slides: TurboPIPEline™

TurboMAMMOTH™

Racers: ProRACER™

Serpentine: MAMMOTH®

Aquatic Play: KIDZ ProRacer™

KIDZ Pipeline™

Water Coasters: HydroMAGNETIC® ROCKET™

Funnels: TORNADO® 60   TORNADO® 45 
TORNADO® 24  Bowls: BehemothBOWL™ 60   

CannonBOWL™ 40   CannonBOWL™ 30
Hybrids: TORNADO® 24/TORNADO® 24

Racers: OctopusRACER™   Aquatic Play: RideHOUSE®

KIDZ Tornado® 24   KIDZ OctopusRacer™

Water Coasters: HydroMAGNETIC® MAMMOTH®   HydroMAGNETIC® PIPEline™   RocketBLAST™   Funnels: TORNADO® 18
Walls: TornadoWAVE™   PIPElineWAVE™   Bowls: BehemothBOWL™ 40   Saucers: FlyingSAUCER™ 30

Hybrids: FlyingSAUCER™/RocketBLAST™   TORNADO® 60/TORNADO® 24   BehemothBOWL™ 40/TornadoWAVE™

TORNADO® 24/BehemothBOWL™ 40   HydroMAGNETIC® MAMMOTH®/TORNADO® 60   BehemothBOWL™ 40/BehemothBOWL™ 40
BehemothBOWL™ 40/TORNADO® 45   TORNADO® 24/TornadoWAVE™   TORNADO® 24/BehemothBOWL™ 40/TORNADO® 24

Speed Slides: SkyBOX™   SuperLOOP™   Racers: KrakenRACER™   Aquatic Play: WaterKINGDOM™

KIDZ Tornado® 12   KIDZ Bowl™ 14  Waves and Rivers: ProSlide SURF™   ProSlide WAVES™   ProSlide RIVERS™

Best Rides. Best Parks.
30 years creating the world’s best water rides.

Six Flags, USA

1980s

Defining world’s best.
The water park industry is 
growing in leaps and bounds. 
ProSlide is focused on 
inventing and improving the 
classics. 

Plaza Sésamo, Mexico

Global leader.
Creating legendary experiences 
at water parks all over the world.

Inventing iconics. The birth of 
our massive ride features 
– with their massive capacities – 
help our customers grow and 
differentiate.

Canada’s Wonderland, Canada

2010s

Kalahari Wisconsin Dells, USA

Technology revolution.
Relentlessly focused on innovation, 
we invent game-changing LIM water 
coasters, hybrid rides with multiple 
features and much more. 

Yas Waterworld, UAE

Water Country USA, USA

Holiday World, USA

Beijing Happy Magic Outdoor Waterpark, China

Carowinds, USA

Kings Island, USA

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
  

  Dreamworld, Australia

Wet ’n Wild Orlando, USA

Wet’n’Wild Sydney, Australia

Central City Bangna, Thailand

Olympia Waterpark, Russia
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Wet’n Wild São Paulo, Brazil

Great Wolf Lodge Pocono Mountains, USA

1990s

Vinpearl Land, Vietnam

SeaWorld Aquatica, USA

Siam Park, Spain

Everland Caribbean Bay, South Korea

Center Parcs Woburn Forest, UK

Disney’s Blizzard Beach, USA

1986. Rick Hunter launches 
ProSlide. With his ski racing 
experience, he knows exactly 
how the rides should feel 
and the physics to make it 
happen.
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2015 FreeFALL with SkyBOX – Six Flags White Water
2015 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET – Holiday World 
2014 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET – Holiday World
2013 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET – Dollywood’s Splash Country 
2013 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET – Holiday World
2012 HydroMAGNETIC MAMMOTH – Holiday World 
2012 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET – Holiday World 
2011 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET – Holiday World 
2010 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET – Holiday World
2010 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET – Holiday World
2003 TORNADO 60 – Holiday World

IAAPA Industry Impact Award 
Recognizes the top innovation in the attractions industry. 
Only ProSlide has multiple awards.

Amusement Today’s Golden Ticket Awards – First Place 
The People’s Choice awards of the amusement industry. 

2014 Hybrid: BehemothBOWL 40 /  
 TornadoWAVE
2013 Hybrid: HydroMAGNETIC   
 MAMMOTH /TORNADO 60
2012 HydroMAGNETIC MAMMOTH 
2010 TORNADO 18 (TOPSY-TURVY) 
2009  TORNADO 24 (TANTRUM)  
2007 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET

2006 WhirlyWHEEL tube 
2005 ROCKET 
2004 BehemothBOWL 60 
2003 TORNADO 60 
2002 CLOVERleaf tube 
1998 KIDZ Pipeline 
1995 MAMMOTH (Dark Option)
1994 ProRACER 

IAAPA 
INDUSTRY 

IMPACT

World Waterpark Association – First Place  
Celebrates product innovation and industry leadership.
2014 Leading Edge Award – Wet ‘n’ Wild Sydney
2014 Leading Edge Award – Center Parcs Woburn Forest
2013 Leading Edge Award – Splash e Spa Tamaro  
2012 Leading Edge Award – Yas Waterworld
2012 HydroMAGNETIC MAMMOTH – Holiday World 
2011 KrakenRACER – Rapids Waterpark 
2010 HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET – Holiday World
2010 WaterKINGDOM – Water Cube 
2005 Industry Leadership Award 
1995 MAMMOTH (Dark option) 
1991 MAMMOTH 
1990 Supplier Innovation Award

IAAPA Best New Water Ride or Product – First Place 
More top awards than all other manufacturers combined.

2012 HydroMAGNETIC MAMMOTH 
2004 BehemothBOWL 60
2003 TORNADO 60

Best New Water Ride Awards
More than all other manufacturers combined.

Over our 30 years, we’ve worked hard to make our water rides even more innovative. We’re grateful for the overwhelming 
recognition we’ve received from our industry’s leading associations. 

Other Industry Awards – First Place 
2014 European Star – Hybrid: TORNADO 24/TornadoWAVE – Siam Park
2013 Theme Park & Attractions (TPASA) – Most Innovative Rides & Slide Manufacturer

Water ride specialists
We design and manufacture water ride 
attractions. This focus lets us concentrate 
all of our considerable expertise on 
building the best water rides in the world.

Game changers
Innovation is in our DNA. We have a rich 
history of introducing game-changing 
water ride technologies and enhancing 
them to maximize ride performance. Every 
year, we make more investments in R&D 
than any other ride manufacturer. 

Award-winners
70+ awards in 30 years! With more first-
place ride awards than all other water 
slide manufacturers combined, ProSlide is 
the recognized industry leader.

• Three IAAPA Industry Impact awards, 
recognizing the top attraction 
innovations. ProSlide is the only 
company in the entire amusement 
industry to win more than one.

• Well over 30 Best New Ride awards 
from our industry’s most well-
respected global associations 
– the International Association of 
Amusement Parks and Attractions 
(IAAPA), World Waterpark 
Association (WWA) and more.

Constant Innovation
Iconic inventions for successful water parks.

Wet’n’Wild Sydney, Australia
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Legendary water rides
Sleek, impressive design. A smooth, high-thrill ride. We’re 
obsessed with all aspects of ride performance. So how do we 
create the ultimate water slide? ProSlide’s technology combines 
engineering prowess with constant innovation. 

Predictable ride path
We apply precision engineering, state-of-the-art computer 
modeling, extensive experience and the widest variety of 
fiberglass components to ensure riders and rafts – of all sizes – 
take the same smooth and electrifying path down the ride.

Operational efficiency
Because we’ve been running our own water park since 1992, 
we see operations through the eyes of our clients. We are 
always evolving our water rides to meet your needs.

Ride Performance
Every detail matters.

Personal commitment
It’s not just our innovative products that define us as 
market leaders. We’re invested in our customers’ success 
on a personal level.

A high quality collaboration
Building a water park should be fun and exciting. We’re 
successful if you love your finished ride and enjoyed the 
process of creating it.

Enduring safety
We know one of your biggest concerns is guest safety. It’s 
ours as well. That’s why we were the main architects of 
water ride safety standards with the ASTM, and why we still 
co-chair the committee.

And why we are still building the thickest, strongest 
fiberglass in the world. Each ride piece is made by hand in 
North America and inspected at every stage.

Our customers get long-lasting, safe products that thrill 
guests for decades to come.

Customer Focus
Invested in water park success.

“In my 30+ years designing and building attractions I’ve learned a lot of things.
Number one: world class parks start with world class attractions.”

Chip Cleary, Splish Splash Water Park Creator/President of Fantasy, Fiction and Reality 

What do 4 of the world’s top 5* water parks have in common? ProSlide rides! 
*As ranked by Trip Advisor®
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Great water parks tell a compelling 
story. Guests flow effortlessly from one 
high impact attraction to the next. Every 
element runs at high efficiency and 
capacity. 

How do you move from an empty space to 
a great park? With ProSlide!

A ProSlide water park plan helps you:

• Use your space to best advantage.

• Ensure optimal guest flow.

• Create the ‘wow’ factor with iconic 
signature attractions and creative 
themes.

• Maximize capacities with the right mix 
of rides.

• Future-proof your park for long-term 
impact.

Decades of water park experience
• Our water park planning team 

includes veteran architects and 
designers from both the amusement 
and water park industries. 

• Our rich ecosystem of expert partners 
can provide engineering, schematic 
design, operations management, 
construction specifications, tender 
management and more.

Water Park Planning
The roadmap for a perfect water park.

Large Outdoor Water Park

Medium Indoor/Outdoor Water Park

Small Indoor Water Park

“With their creativity and experience, 
ProSlide shapes our dreams into the 

best water parks in the world.”
Wanda Group
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Why you need custom rides
• Take advantage of your unique 

footprint and topography. 

• Stand out in a crowded market. 

• Achieve your business goals.

The many ways we customize
Ride path. Our rides are tailored to fit 
your demographics, target capacities and 
budget perfectly. 

Hybrids and custom complexes. 
ProSlide custom complexes are massive 
entertainment hubs that combine almost 
any mix of rides on a single tower. 

The ultimate customization: ProSlide 
hybrid rides that combine two, three or 
more stand-alone features into a single 
ride path.

Ride options: the sky’s the limit. Every 
ProSlide ride gives you options. Enclose a 
feature, add a drop launch, offer a ride-up 
conveyor and so much more.

Custom Design
Building the perfect ride. Every time.

8-Flume Custom Complex

Three reasons only ProSlide delivers true custom design:

1. Deep understanding of ride physics. We’ve invented or significantly innovated every water ride we sell so we know exactly what 
can be customized and how. 

2. Widest range of fiberglass profiles. Because of our 30-year history of constant innovation, we have the largest inventory of 
fiberglass flume profiles in the industry. We can create rides with an almost limitless variety of twists and turns.

3. Complete commitment to your success. A fundamental ProSlide value: every customer deserves the perfect ride. That’s why 
building the world’s best water rides is a mission we will not compromise.
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Outdoor Parks
Superb attractions to thrill all ages.

ProSlide has helped create the most 
iconic outdoor water parks in the world. 
How do we do it?

• Customization
 We work with your site’s natural 

features to take best advantage of 
your space and budget.

• Innovative products
 Our innovative rides thrill all ages and 

maximize capacity.

• Expert planning
 Our water park planners set the 

perfect entertainment level for your 
needs.

• Deep experience
 No one knows outdoor water parks 

better.

Broad experience.

Indoor Parks
Thinking outside the box.

Creating a world-class indoor park is all 
about using your limited space to best 
advantage. Here’s how we stand out:

• Experience
 Decades of ride design, operations 

and master planning for indoor parks 
make ProSlide the perfect partner.

• Customization
 We customize every ride we build. Our 

design expertise and widest range of 
fiberglass parts let us interweave and 
stack rides – even big ones – to fit 
tightly in your space.

• Products
 Our wide variety of water rides 

and options lets you solve space 
constraints while creating big impact 
and marketing buzz.

New Parks
Redefining world’s best.

New water parks need to make a big 
splash, then drive strong revenue for 
decades. Does your project have all the 
right ingredients?

• Great rides to please all
 Match iconic rides with classics to 

create the perfect mix.

• A solid master plan
 A comprehensive roadmap for a 

successful water park.

• Future-proofing
 Products and services for long-term 

impact.

• A strong industry partner
 Work with the strongest and most 

knowledgeable partner.

Expansions
Fitting in the perfect rides.

When operators want to add a water ride 
to an existing park, it’s no surprise that 
they turn to ProSlide for help.

• Experience
 We help build the world’s most 

prestigious water parks. And we’re 
the ride supplier of choice for their 
expansions.

• Custom design
 We’ve created the widest range 

of fiberglass parts in the industry. 
Perfect for tailoring rides to fit your 
space precisely.

• Innovative products
 Our wide range of rides and many 

space-saving innovations let 
expanding parks easily fill gaps.

Six Flags Great America, USA

Great Wolf Lodge Pocono Mountains, USA

“Our ProSlide LIM water coaster, has taken our world-class park to a whole new level.” 
Mike Bengston, Splish Splash

Popsea at Joyfulland, China

Deep expertise.

Splish Splash, USA

“Virtually every ride in our resorts is made by ProSlide. We truly value the partnership.” 
Tim Black, Great Wolf Lodge14 15



Water Coasters
Wet and wild hills and valleys.
Ride experience. These speeding, high-g rides are like roller coasters, only better: 
they’re wet!

Gravity drops then smooth linear induction motors (LIMs), or our new patented nozzle 
system, power your guests up and down the steepest hills and around the corners at 
top speed. Unlike roller coasters, rafts aren’t attached to the ride: they’re sliding!

Exclusive technology. Almost a decade ago, ProSlide took fast, efficient LIM technology 
and developed it into high-performance water coasters. The LIM water coaster was 
born. And just opened: the newest RocketBLAST water coaster. It marries technology 
from our award-winning LIM coasters with turbine technology.

With more than 15 patents, ProSlide owns modern water coaster technology. Our 
exclusive expertise keeps ride performance high and operations smooth and safe.

ProSlide water coasters are:

• High performing: Patented nozzles in BLAST rides deliver 100% steeper hills. LIM 
technology makes trains fast and safe. And water rides smooth and exciting. 

• Efficient: Sophisticated control systems, sensors and zone-blocking optimize 
operations.

• High capacity: Entertaining up to 1,080 guests an hour. 

• Safe and reliable: The most advanced operational features, including a remote, 
real-time diagnostic service.

Industry leadership. 25 water coaster installations since 2006.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/WaterCoasters 

Raging Waters San Dimas, USA

IAAPA Industry Impact & 15 First Place Awards

ProSlide delivers truly innovative water rides that make our parks stand out.
James Judy, Palace Entertainment“ ”16 17



Everland Caribbean Bay, South Korea

HydroMAGNETIC® MAMMOTH®

The rafting coaster.

~1080
Per Hour6 Person

Yas Waterworld, UAE

Holiday World, USA

Take our legendary MAMMOTH® 
rafting ride add high-powered uphill 
HydroMAGNETIC technology plus a lot of 
specialized expertise and what do you 
get? The world’s only six-person LIM water 
coaster!

Our biggest LIM water coaster, the 
HydroMAGNETIC MAMMOTH delivers 
roller coaster impact to your water park. 

And our patented CloverWHEEL™ rafts 
accommodate up to 1,080 riders per 
hour!

“ProSlide rides rank #1 with our 
guests. Huge wow factor.”

Tim Mow, Yas Waterworld
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HydroMAGNETIC® ROCKET™

Bobsled run on water.

This fast and furious water coaster will 
forever change the way people experience 
water rides. The narrow inline boats make 
guests feel like they’re riding a bobsled!

The world’s first LIM-powered water 
coaster, the HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET™ 
moves up to 720 guests an hour, in a 
tight footprint and at an affordable price. 

The longest HydroMAGNETIC ROCKET, 
Holiday World’s Wildebeest, has won the 
Best Waterpark Ride every year since it 
was installed. When you go big, it pays off!

“Leave it to ProSlide to create 
such an amazing water coaster.”

Matt Eckert,
Holiday World Splashin’ Safari

OCT Tianjin Happy Valley, China

Holiday World, USA Dollywood’s Splash Country, USA

4 Person
~720
Per Hour
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Siam Park, Spain

The nimble RocketBLAST has quick 
turns with fast drops and super smooth 
acceleration.

The RocketBLAST water coaster marries 
technology from our award-winning LIM 
coasters with turbine technology to take 
water propulsion coasters to a whole new 
level. 

From the minute the ride starts, the three-
person boat surrenders to gravity and 
rushing water, dropping into a high-speed 
chute, a sharp turn, another drop. Then 
water jets – sequentially positioned along 
the ride – power your guests up and down 
the steep hills and around corners at top 
speed.

This coaster lets competitive riders ‘race’ 
each other to the finish in a dueling layout 
format.

Also available in a two-person ride 
configuration.

RocketBLAST™

Jet propulsion!

3 Person
~540
Per Hour
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Saucers
Drop and dive!
Ride experience. Thrill-seekers on two-person tubes speed through dark tunnels and 
rocket into the wide-open expanse of the massive saucer features.

Moving at an exhilarating speed, the tubes are banked high up on the wall, glued by 
centrifugal force. The steep angle of the saucers creates a ‘drop-and-dive’ sensation 
as riders race along its edge. The feeling is like a World Cup giant slalom ski race, in 
perfect control!

Even with the tube approaching perpendicular, it sticks tight to the wall all the way 
through the saucer. And is perfectly positioned to slide into the next feature, or through 
the narrow exit, with ease.

Exclusive technology. A foundational design element of this ride is the ProSlide 
compound curve. It combines arcs with different radiuses for a faster, tighter ride and 
stronger g-forces. The precise roll and pitch of the saucer creates maximum speed 
and centrifugal force. This is a world’s first, one-of-a-kind ride with patent-pending 
technology.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/Saucers

Our guests love speed and are looking for revolutionary rides; that’s Singha.
Christoph Kiessling, Siam Park

Siam Park, Spain

Brand New Water Slide Technology!

“ ”

FlyingSAUCER™ 30

~600
Per Hour2 Person
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Brazil loves the ProSlide TORNADO and so do we!
Alain Balducci, Wet‘n Wild São Paulo

Funnels
Most known. Best loved. Must have.
Ride experience. Whether a single giant funnel or a series of linked features, ProSlide 
TORNADOs offer a unique and exciting ride experience. 

Our TORNADO rides start with a serpentine course to build anticipation. Rafts drop 
from the flume into the wide-open funnel, where riders swing between free fall and 
weightless hang time.

The most successful water parks have a variety of TORNADOs to offer a full range of 
thrills:

• Big funnels deliver serious speeds, maximum-gs and massive sweeps that draw 
out and intensify the thrills.

• Smaller TORNADOs combine to deliver surprise and fast-paced variety for kids and 
adults alike.

Exclusive technology. Engineered for excitement, the ProSlide TORNADO has a 
completely unique, true funnel shape that offers a high impact experience.

The physics of the patented funnel allows rafts to travel higher up the steep walls until 
almost vertical! Unparalleled excitement in perfect safety. 

Industry leadership. 185+ funnel ride installations since 2003.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/Funnels

Wet‘n Wild São Paulo, Brazil

IAAPA Industry Impact & 6 First Place Awards
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Friends and families share the ride of their lives in the massive TORNADO 60.

A giant among rides, it thrills with bursts of speed, high-gs and weightless hang time. 
The TORNADO 60 impresses from miles away. 

Its sheer size maximizes the exhilaration and the time to savor it. Guests just keep 
coming back to this must-have ride.

TORNADO 60 is huge in both visual impact and legendary ride. No wonder it scores #1 
favorite in guest surveys. 

TORNADO® 45
Ride the cyclone.

Wet’n’Wild Las Vegas, USA

The impressive five-story TORNADO 45 excites guests long before they get in the raft. 
Visible from miles away, the huge funnel lets guests enjoy the ride from a viewing 
platform, whether they try it or not!

The 45-foot (14 m) funnel offers all the benefits of the TORNADO 60 but is scaled for 
slightly tighter spaces and more modest budgets. Because the funnel is a little smaller, 
everything happens a little faster.

A consistent guest favorite, TORNADO 45 is built from award-winning technology. 

TORNADO® 60
The eye of the storm.

Jamberoo Action Park, Australia

~720
Per Hour4 Person

“We’re ecstatic with both the ride and our partnership with ProSlide.”
Dax Eddy, Jamberoo Action Park

~1080
Per Hour6 Person
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TORNADO® 24
Fast and furious.

Water Country USA, USA

What’s even better than one ProSlide TORNADO? More! 

The TORNADO 24 is perfect as a hybrid ride with two or more high-energy funnels in 
one ride path. Because the TORNADO 24′s slightly smaller funnel size makes everything 
happen faster, it offers excitement and variety for park guests. 

When you combine multiple TORNADO 24s – or connect with bowls or walls – you 
deliver one-of-a-kind thrills!

TORNADO® 18
Fun and friendly.

The smallest of the family, the TORNADO 18 is the perfect adventure ride with two or 
three funnels in a row for maximum variety.

Kids and adults alike love the adventurous ride and the surprising ‘slow-and-go’ tempo.

The TORNADO 18 offers funnel excitement scaled for smaller spaces and more modest 
budgets.

Parents can join their kids on this family-scaled ride, a consistent guest favorite.

Canada’s Wonderland, Canada

~720
Per Hour

~600
Per Hour4 Person 2 Person
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Walls
Big wave surfing.
Ride experience. The high-speed in-run cranks riders around back-to-back curves and 
dips, revving up the suspense before dropping them through a steep chute and onto 
the wave!

Rafts sweep up and across the curved wall, climbing higher and hanging in zero gravity 
longer than any other wall ride on the market. Riders wonder if they’ll tip. The physics of 
our wave-wall won’t let them…but they don’t need to know that!

From high up on the wall, the narrow out-run looks like the eye of a needle. Will the raft 
make it through? Absolutely! Our ride path is predictable, no matter the raft weight. 

Exclusive technology. ProSlide walls look slick and are complex, high-performance 
riding surfaces.

Based on ProSlide TORNADO technology, these rides use the physics of the patented 
true funnel shape to create the same high thrills.

A breakthrough innovation over the older wide, flat walls, ProSlide curved walls:

• Send rafts up the wall faster, higher, with longer hang-time.

• Deliver a consistent exit into flumes as narrow as 90 inches (2.3 m).

• Ensure maximum safety and high capacities.

• Use less fiberglass because of their precise ride path.

Industry leadership. 27 wall ride installations since 2012.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/Walls

Skara Sommarland, Sweden

2014 IAAPA’s Best New Water Ride & European Star Award – First Place!

“ ”
ProSlide helped us set a new standard for thrill rides in Europe.

Hans Ericsson, Skara Sommarland
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TornadoWAVE™

Conquer the wall.

“Our history with ProSlide is long 
and successful. We know we can 

count on them.”
Fred Kenney, Golfland

With its high curved walls, ProSlide 
TornadoWAVE™ commands attention in 
any park. The TornadoWAVE drops jaws 
around the world as it sends four to six-
person rafts into near-vertical, zero gravity 
moments. 

With capacities of ~720 riders an hour, it 
brings water parks one giant step closer 
to meeting guest strategy and targets. 

Adding more iconic features – like bowls 
or funnels – to the already-thrilling 
ride path creates an even more unique 
ProSlide hybrid ride.

“ProSlide stands behind their 
work, unlike anyone else in the 

industry.”
Todd Nelson, Kalahari Resorts

PIPElineWAVE™ 

Catch the wave!

More compact than the TornadoWAVE, the two-person PIPElineWAVE™ delivers the 
same incredible thrills.

Its smaller footprint fits well in tight spaces and smaller budgets, while still delivering 
capacities of ~360 guests an hour. It’s the perfect size to include in a multi-ride custom 
complex.

~360
Per Hour2 Person

~720
Per Hour4 Person

Holiday World, USA

“We greatly value our relationship with ProSlide. And our guests look 
forward to riding their attractions again and again.”

Matt Eckert, Holiday World Splashin’ Safari

Roseville Golfland Sunsplash, USA

Kalahari Pocono Mountains, USA34 35



Bowls
Revolutionary joy ride.
Ride experience. Not only are ProSlide bowls the best in the world, they are also the 
most popular. 

In these bowl rides, riders or rafts race through a steep serpentine in-run, then shoot 
into the wide-open bowl high on the wall for peak thrills.

Glued to the wall by centrifugal force and shot forward by momentum, they speed 
around the perimeter, the bowl’s engineered shape creating the smoothest, safest 
rotations. As rafts or riders slow, they move to the center for a quick and exciting exit. 

Exclusive technology. Entry speed and bowl shape create an electrifying bowl ride in 
perfect safety while delivering the highest possible capacities. 

How do we avoid the exit bottlenecks that plague other manufacturers rides? We 
invented our patented CorkScrew™ exit with precisely-positioned jets to move guests 
through the exit without fail. It works so well that many operators dispatch a second raft 
before the first exits, driving capacities even higher.

Industry leadership. 175+ bowl ride installations since 1999.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/Bowls

Six Flags White Water, USA

First Place: IAAPA Industry Impact & 2 Best New Waterpark Ride Awards

“ ”
That we have close to 150 ProSlide rides in our parks is a testament 

to their innovation and ability to deliver.
John Odum, Six Flags
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BehemothBOWL™ 60
Into the vortex.

BehemothBOWL™ 40
Enter the whirlpool.

In this massive bowl ride, four riders travel face-to-face on our CLOVERleaf™ tube as 
they slide down a steep inrun, then shoot into the wide-open bowl, high on the wall for 
peak thrills.

Winner of the 2003 IAAPA Industry Impact Award, the BehemothBOWL 60 is the 
world’s largest bowl with a 60-foot (18 m) diameter.

Its big size and big thrills serve up maximum impact and buzz.

BehemothBOWL 40 is a 40-foot (12 m) bowl that delivers massive capacities of ~720 
to 900 riders per hour.

It revolutionized the water ride industry by integrating with other iconic features in a 
single ride path. These hybrid rides, with one-of-a-kind thrills, are another world’s first 
for ProSlide.

~900
Per Hour5 Person

~720
Per Hour4 Person

OCT Shanghai Maya, China Six Flags Over Georgia, USA
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CannonBOWL™ 40
Blast into orbit.

ProSlide’s CannonBOWL™ 40 was the world’s first tubing bowl. And is still the hottest-
selling bowl ride in the world.

The 40-foot (12 m) bowl has the same thrilling ride as the IAAPA Industry Impact Award-
winning BehemothBOWL but in a smaller footprint.

It’s ideal for a ProSlide custom complex, with multiple rides on one tower.

CannonBOWL™ 30
Spin cycle.

ProBOWL™ 30
Body rocket.

This high thrill body slide turns riders 
into rockets as they are launched from a 
dizzying high-speed in-run straight into a 
cyclone of water.

The more hydrodynamic a rider’s body 
position, the higher the speed. More 
speed means more orbits of the bowl 
before free falling into the splash pool 
below.

The ProBOWL™ 30 fits in the tightest 
spaces, indoors or out, with its 30-foot    
(9 m) bowl and compact free fall exit.

Mirror two dueling ProBOWLs to fuel 
competition and double capacities.

The compact CannonBOWL 30 has a 
tight radius on its 30-foot (9 m) bowl that 
provides a truly unparalleled centrifugal 
experience.

This adrenaline-pumping attraction is the 
perfect solution for small spaces and tight 
budgets, easily integrating into a multi-
ride complex. 

Pair up dueling bowls for great visual 
impact and double the capacity!

Wet’n’Wild Hawaii, USA

Mont Cascades, Canada

~120
Per HourBody

~360
Per Hour2 Person

~360
Per Hour2 Person

Carowinds, USA
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Hybrid Rides
Back-to-back icons.
Ride experience. Guests love impressive rides. To meet the demand for ever bigger, 
more impactful attractions, ProSlide invented this entirely new category of water rides 
in 2008.

ProSlide hybrids combine iconic features like funnels, saucers, bowls and walls into a 
single ride path. These big hitters are connected with classic serpentine flumes that 
vary the tempo and keep anticipation high.

Take the excitement over the top by including a LIM or BLAST water coaster to create 
steeper hills and drops.

Exclusive technology. Each ProSlide hybrid water ride is built to suit your park 
perfectly: customized to your desired thrill level, topography, target capacities and 
budget.

How can only ProSlide design hybrid rides that are equally thrilling, safe and efficient?

• Our deep technical expertise lets us create almost any combination of rides.

• The predictable ride path of each individual feature ensures maximum safety.

• Our widest range of features and fiberglass profiles gives us an almost infinite 
number of building blocks.

Industry leadership. 35 hybrid ride installations since 2008.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/Hybrids

First Place: IAAPA, 2 WWA and 2 European Star Awards

Siam Park, Spain “ ”
Singha’s extreme curves and adrenaline-pumping drops 

will drive guests to our park for years.
Christoph Kiessling, Siam Park
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FlyingSAUCER™/RocketBLAST™

Combining two world-first rides into a single high-thrill experience. FlyingSAUCER 
features with a RocketBLAST water coaster takes the water riding experience to a 
whole new level.

Thrill-seekers blast up and down steep water coaster hills, speed through dark tunnels, 
and rocket onto the wide-open expanse of the massive saucer-shaped features. The 
steep angle of the saucers creates a ‘drop-and-dive’ sensation as riders race along its 
edge.

Launched at Siam Park, Tenerife, Spain – and branded ‘Singha’ – this ride will even 
further solidify Siam’s Trip Advisor rating as the number one water park in the world!

3 Person
~540
Per Hour

Siam Park, Spain

HydroMAGNETIC® MAMMOTH®/ 
TORNADO® 60

Six riders feed off each other’s excitement 
through the steep climbs, high-speeds 
and sharp turns of the HydroMAGNETIC 
MAMMOTH water coaster in-run.

Suddenly, their raft drops down an 
extreme 100% grade and explodes 
into the massive TORNADO 60 funnel. 
There they swing several times, between 
near-vertical weightlessness and high 
compression in the dips, before being 
pulled into the next set of high-speed hills 
and turns.

Gravity smoothly alternates with linear 
induction motor (LIM) technology to power 
the high-energy coaster. Rafts aren’t 
attached to the ride: they’re sliding!

The HydroMAGNETIC MAMMOTH/ 
TORNADO 60 is the fan favorite at 
two world-class water parks, dwarfing 
everything else in the park.

Two huge, award-winning technologies in 
one exhilarating ride path. That’s a true 
icon.

~1080
Per Hour6 Person

Everland Caribbean Bay, South Korea

Yas Waterworld, UAE44 45



BehemothBOWL™ 40/ 
TornadoWAVE™

~720
Per Hour4 Person

2014’s IAAPA Best New Water Ride Award 
Winner! 

Thrill-seekers on four-person rafts barrel 
through twisting tunnels before shooting 
out into the huge bowl, high on the wall 
for maximum thrills. As they slow slightly 
through the revolution, riders gather their 
courage. Something’s coming and it’s 
going to be wild!

Suddenly, the raft is sucked through 
the vortex of the bowl at triple speed 
and through a stomach-dropping chute! 
Rafts plunge at a 100% angle onto the 
TornadoWAVE wall. A nail-biting zero 
gravity moment as they make a wide, 
sweep across the wall. Then a slide 
through the narrow exit. Screams around 
every slippery turn!

The showpiece attraction at Six Flags 
Over Georgia’s multi-million dollar 
Hurricane Harbor water park, ProSlide’s 
BehemothBOWL 40/TornadoWAVE 
hybrid ride creates excitement from every 
corner of the park.

“Our Tsunami Surge combines 
great thrills and tremendous 
throughput for our guests.”

Dale Kaetzel, 
Six Flags Over Georgia

Six Flags Over Georgia, USA

Elitch Gardens, USA

TORNADO® 24/TORNADO® 60

Tieling La Viva, China

Two award winning funnels combine to create a world-first Hybrid!

Smooth turns through the dark tunnel guide rafts into the TORNADO 24. Volleying 
through several oscillations, rafts level-out towards the center of the first funnel. 
Another gentle turn then they barrel down and across the massive TORNADO 60 funnel 
with nerve-wracking momentum. Rafts swing through several high-banking, zero-gravity 
moments before being pulled through the runout and into the splash pool below.

Combining features delivers the highest impact experience and ultimate anchor 
attraction. Add sound and lighting effects and you have a complete entertainment 
center! This first TORNADO 24/TORNADO 60 at Tieling La Viva will undoubtedly be a guest 
favorite.

~720
Per Hour4 Person
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TORNADO® 24/ 
TornadoWAVE™

Rafts carve through a dark serpentine 
tunnel, then drop suddenly through a 
chute into the TORNADO 24 funnel, where 
they swing between zero gravity moments 
and dizzying drops.

Then back to the flumes and on to the 
next thrill: the TornadoWAVE!

Rafts sweep up and across the massive 
curved wave wall, climbing higher and 
hanging in zero gravity longer than on any 
other wall ride on the market.

Rushing off the wall, riders are swept 
through a thrillingly narrow exit to a curved 
out-run that ends with the accelerating 
bumps of the TurboMAMMOTH™ for a final 
thrill.

Offering capacities reaching ~720 riders 
an hour in four-person rafts, this hybrid 
is thrilling guests and driving higher 
attendance and capacities.

The latest TORNADO 24/TornadoWAVE 
hybrid ride can be found at Adventure 
Island in Tampa Bay, Florida. 

TORNADO® 24/BehemothBOWL™ 40/ 
TORNADO® 24 

This hybrid water ride gets its unbeatable thrills from sudden tempo changes and a 
completely dark ride path.

Smooth serpentine sections end suddenly as rafts burst into each big, open feature. 
Rafts plummet steeply into the TORNADO 24 funnels, where they swing between zero 
gravity moments and dizzying drops. Then back to the flumes.

Riders shoot into the BehemothBOWL 40, high on the wall for peak thrills, spinning 
around the edge before dropping through an exciting exit. The quick changes from one 
experience to the next keep riders guessing and heighten anticipation.

With capacities reaching ~720 riders an hour in four-person rafts, this hybrid is thrilling 
guests and driving higher attendance and capacities in Seorak Waterpia, South Korea.

~720
Per Hour4 Person

~720
Per Hour4 Person

Adventure Island, USA

Water Country USA, USA

Seorak Waterpia, South Korea
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TORNADO® 24/TORNADO® 24/ 
TORNADO® 24 

After a series of serpentine turns, rafts blast into the first TORNADO 24 funnel. They 
dip low and launch up the opposite wall, hanging near vertical and weightless before 
dropping into another swing. A few more swings and the raft is pulled into the next set 
of high-speed flumes.

Anticipation and surprise intensify as riders move between smooth, back-to-back turns 
and stomach-dropping thrills in the funnels, not knowing what to expect next.

This multi-TORNADO hybrid water ride offers capacities reaching ~720 riders an hour 
with four-person rafts. It’s thrilling guests and driving higher attendance at water parks 
around the world!

TORNADO® 24/ 
BehemothBOWL™ 40 

The TORNADO 24/BehemothBOWL 40 
custom hybrid delivers a unique showcase 
water ride that thrills adventure riders and 
keep families coming back.

Adding simple special effects, like the 
translucent rings on the fiberglass flumes, 
multiplies the sensory experience and 
enhances the feeling of speed.

And for parks with a hill on their site, like 
Aquopolis Villanueva, we can use that 
topography to reduce the cost of a steel 
structure. 

Aquopolis Villanueva, Spain

~720
Per Hour4 Person

~720
Per Hour4 Person

Wet ‘n Wild Sydney, Australia

Wyndham Leisure RALC, Australia
“ProSlide’s innovation brought our vision to life”

Chris Warhurst, Wet’n’Wild Sydney, Australia ©Chris Matterson Photography50 51



BehemothBOWL™ 40/ 
BehemothBOWL™ 40

BehemothBOWL™ 40/ 
TORNADO® 45

After a series of smooth back-to-back 
curves through dark tunnels, rafts shoot 
into the wide open BehemothBOWL 40, 
high on the wall for peak thrills.

Rafts make one perfect revolution and 
exit the bowl, where they begin the 
stomach-dropping, free fall descent 
straight into the TORNADO 45 funnel.

Riders dip low in the funnel, then 
sweep high up the opposite wall for that 
unparalleled zero-g feeling. Back and forth 
a few more times, then out the serpentine 
exit. Non-stop entertainment!

At Center Parcs Elveden Forest, ProSlide 
custom designed this hybrid ride to fit into 
their tight space by virtually stacking the 
features. The configuration gives their 
guests an exciting, intense ride.

Smooth serpentine sections come to a 
sudden end as rafts burst into each big, 
open BehemothBOWL 40.

High on the wall for peak thrills, rafts 
speed around the edge of the bowl, 
completing a single rotation before 
dropping through an exciting exit and on 
to the next thrilling bowl.

The quick changes from the consistent 
tempo of serpentine turns into the 
wide-open sweep of the smooth bowls 
keeps riders guessing and heightens 
anticipation. 

BehemothBOWL 40/BehemothBOWL 40 
offers capacities reaching 900 riders an 
hour with five-person rafts.

This hybrid is thrilling guests and driving 
higher attendance at Wild Wadi, UAE, 
Piscilago, Colombia and other parks 
around the world.

~720
Per Hour4 Person

~900
Per Hour5 Person

Center Parcs Elveden Forest, UK

Wild Wadi, UAE52 53



Custom Complexes
Tower of thrills.
Ride experience. Completely tailored for each water park, ProSlide custom complexes 
combine almost any mix of rides on a single tower to perfectly match your footprint, 
demographics, target capacities and budget.

We can tightly fit body slides, tubing and rafting rides on multiple levels. Everyone finds 
a favorite ride!

Exclusive technology. ProSlide’s custom complexes truly showcase our design 
expertise, innovative products and best practice knowledge. Water slide towers gain 
efficiencies, increase capacities and lower costs in many ways:

• Multiple rides share the same steel towers, supports, stairways and platforms.

• Our wide variety of fiberglass flumes lets us intricately intertwine almost any 
combination of rides to make the most of space and infrastructure.

• A shared pool serves many rides.

• Compact start tubs save space on tower platforms.

• Line-of-sight ride layouts allow maximum safety with less attendants.

• Stairways and queuing areas are designed to eliminate bottlenecks.

• Vehicle return and storage is shared for maximum efficiency.

Industry leadership. 80+ custom complex installations since 1992.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/CustomComplexes

Create a One-of-a-Kind Icon!

“ ”
ProSlide really delivered!

Dale Kaetzel, Six Flags Over Georgia

Six Flags Over Georgia, USA
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ProSlide custom complexes are massive entertainment hubs that please every water park enthusiast. 

Completely tailored for each water park, they combine almost any mix of rides on a single tower. Rafting and tubing rides, body 
slides, or play areas on multiple levels means everyone finds a favorite ride!

And you differentiate your water park by offering the most innovative rides in the world.

ProSlide’s custom water ride complexes truly showcase our design expertise, innovative products and best practice knowledge. 
They are helping water parks thrill guests, save costs and drive up capacities in tight spaces.

Beach Park, Brazil

Club Hotel Bolero. Bulgaria

“Park visits increased almost 15% thanks, in big part, 
to our ProSlide complex.”

Murilo Pascoal, Beach Park

Rapids Waterpark, USA

“ProSlide is second to none.  
Your products are amazing and  

you always deliver.”
Kieran Burke, Premier Parks LLC
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Massive entertainment hubs. Massive capacities.

AquaMania AquaPark, Bulgaria

Wonders Water World, Indonesia

Popsea at Joyfulland, China

Splash e Spa Tamaro, Switzerland

“ProSlide helped us to bring 
something new to Woburn Forest. 

We’re thrilled with the design, 
innovation and leadership.”

Mike Henderson,
Center Parcs Woburn Forest

Center Parcs Woburn Forest, UK

“ProSlide helped us create one of the 
most unique indoor facilities 

in Europe.”
Dr. Anton Hoefter, Splash e Spa Tamaro

Lost Island Waterpark, USA

“We wanted to build a world-class 
facility and ProSlide has a world-class 

reputation”
Gary Bertch, Lost Island
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Serpentine Rides
Adventure for the whole family.
Ride experience. The most popular water rides in the world, ProSlide serpentine slides 
are truly classic. Fiberglass flumes snake down slopes, thrilling riders with back-to-back 
curves, drops and chutes.

The ProSlide compound curve is key to our highly predictable ride path. We alternate 
the radius of our curves between long and short for high excitement in maximum 
comfort. Your guests get a smoother, tighter ride with stronger g-forces. You get big 
capacities, safe riders and repeat customers!

Exclusive technology. Three decades of evolution, and ProSlide is still the design 
leader of the massively popular serpentine water ride. 

• Our invention of MAMMOTH family rafting rides took the industry to new levels 
when we doubled the width of our ride flumes and tripled their height!

• Face-to-face WhirlyWHEEL™ tubes – another ProSlide invention – let friends share 
the thrills and chills of the ride.

• Our twin-entry loading system gives riders ample time to settle in to keep 
capacities high.

Industry leadership. 1,685+ serpentine ride installations since 1987.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/Serpentines

Crown Reef Resort Myrtle Beach, USA

3 First Place Ride Awards & 9 Golden Tickets

“ ”
Our ProSlide rides have increased our occupancy 

and allowed us to increase our rates.
Matt Klugman, Crown Reef Resort
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MAMMOTH® 

Wild and woolly.

The original mega-raft water ride delivers 
fun for groups and high capacity for parks. 
Friends and family climb aboard a four or 
six-person raft to share an unforgettable 
adventure face to face.

Rafts rocket through the winding 
MAMMOTH channels, a breathtaking 
series of back-to-back curves, drops and 
vortex loops. 

The wide, sweeping flumes and 
compounded curves are engineered 
to position the raft high on the walls, 
injecting plenty of hang time on the steep 
banks.

Wet’n’Wild Splashtown, USA

~1440
Per Hour6 Person

Nashville Shores, USA

Kentucky Kingdom, USA

“ProSlide goes above and beyond 
to deliver their rides on time.”

Jody Kneupper, Wet’n’Wild Splashtown
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PIPEline™ 

Double switchbacks.
TWISTER™ 

The ultimate body slide.

The world’s best two-person serpentine water ride, the ProSlide PIPEline™ is also the 
most popular! 

Tubes push the limits of gravity as they soar to the top of banked 180° and 360° 
curves in this classic thriller.

Combining several PIPElines on a single tower – with customized ride paths and 
features – creates a high-volume custom complex with enormous appeal.

ProSlide TWISTER™ is the ultimate body 
sliding adventure. 

Riders speed through back-to-back turns, 
360° loops and high-banking curves in 
our fiberglass slides. The unique flume 
profiles and high banks keep riders in 
a stable position for more comfort and 
safety.

This is a consistent performer that rounds 
out the guest experience and provides 
maximum value for your budget.

~240
Per HourBody

~600
Per Hour2 Person

Mountain Creek, USA

Galaxy Resort & Casino, Macau, China64 65



Speed Slides
Pitch perfect.
Ride experience. ProSlide speed slides are in more water parks than any others for 
good reason: superior ride performance, massive impact and safety.

ProSlide speed slides were created for the true adrenalin-seeker. With grades as steep 
as 80°, our speed slides are legendary, etched in guests’ memories for years to come.

Straight slides offer a heart-stopping plunge. Loops and twisters create high-gs through 
curves and 360s. Add a SkyBOX™ launch system and take these speed slides over the 
top. Truly breathtaking.

Exclusive technology. ProSlide revolutionized speed slide design with a narrow, 
U-shaped profile that eliminates side-to-side movement for riders. The innovative shape 
also let flumes double in height to allow high speeds in maximum safety.

Offer guests even more speed and excitement by adding a SkyBOX drop launch system. 
Now in its third generation, the SkyBOX system is the most advanced in the world for 
safety, performance, high capacity and efficient operations.

Industry leadership. 540+ speed slide installations since 1987.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/SpeedSlides

Wild Wild Wet, Singapore

8 Golden Ticket Awards

“ ”
ProSlide went above and beyond to deliver. 

Their attention to detail on our project was greatly appreciated. 
Wild Wild Wet
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SkyBOX™ 

The ultimate challenge.

A SkyBOX drop launch system takes our 
speed slides – or ProBOWL solo ride – 
over the top. 

Standing on a trap door in a transparent 
SkyBOX pod high above the water park, 
thrill riders feel the adrenaline rush as the 
floor suddenly drops out and they free fall 
into the narrow flume below.

It’s all a blur as riders instantly accelerate 
to top speed through the near-vertical 
chute, never slowing as they loop, bump 
or plummet straight down.

Every ride ends with the same smiles, 
high-fives and top marks from guests!

SkyBOX’s 80° drop angle is the steepest 
in the industry. 60° and 70° options add 
design flexibility for new and retrofitted 
rides.

Now in its third generation, ProSlide 
SkyBOX is the most advanced vertical 
drop launch in the world for safety, 
performance, high capacity and efficient 
operations.

Add a SkyBOX to a ProSlide SuperLOOP™, 
FreeFALL™, MultiBUMP™ or TurboTWISTER™ 
speed slide to create truly breathtaking 
experiences for your guests. 

SuperLOOP™ 

Twist and shout.
The highest capacity looping speed slide 
on the market, ProSlide SuperLOOP 
entertains thrill-seekers with a sheer drop 
and a perfect, glued-to-the-wall circle.

Standing in the transparent SkyBOX 
launch pod high above the water park, 
thrill riders feel the adrenaline rush as the 
floor suddenly drops out and they free fall 
into the narrow flume below.

It’s all a blur as riders instantly accelerate 
to top speed through the near-vertical 
chute before transitioning smoothly into 
the tight 360° SuperLOOP.

Powerful g-forces glue the rider to the wall 
as they round the loop. The run-out gently 
slows riders as they exit. 

“ProSlide has provided us with 
excellent service and outstanding 

water rides for 15+ years.”
Pat Morandi, Roaring Springs

Kentucky Kingdom, USA

Roaring Springs, USA

~180
Per HourBody

~180
Per HourBody

Plopsaland, Belgium

FreeFALL™ 

Rapid altitude loss. A six-story or more free fall into six inches 
of water! That’s what it’s like to ride 
FreeFALL, the extreme high speed, open-
flume body ride.

A fast, straight plummet down an almost-
vertical drop delivers the extreme thrills 
and high velocities many riders crave.

Compound vertical curves and narrow 
flumes allow guests to transition smoothly 
into the final run-out, where many parks 
treat them to an incredible themed 
experience. A tunnel through a shark 
tank? Unforgettable.

“It’s always about the rides – and 
that’s why we rely on ProSlide.”

Ed Hart, Kentucky Kingdom 
and Hurricane Bay
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MultiBUMP™ 

Turbulent descent.

TurboMAMMOTH™ 

High-speed mega-rafting.

TurboPIPEline™ 

High-speed tubing.

Piscilago, Colombia

Riding the TurboMAMMOTH, thrill-seeking 
friends and family share an electrifying 
high-speed ride through drops and 
multiple high-compression bumps.

Each steep pitch ends in a slowing bump, 
creating fantastic alterations between 
high compression and zero-gs.

Speed builds in stages, intensifying the 
ride experience until the raft comes 
skimming to a stop.

The TurboPIPEline™, a pumped-up version 
of the classic serpentine PIPEline water 
ride, lets two riders share the thrill of the 
full-throttle plummet.

Thrill-seeking friends and family share a 
sensational high-speed ride through back-
to-back curves and multiple zero-g drops.

Two-person tubes push the limits of 
gravity as they soar to the top of banked 
180º and 360º curves in this classic 
thriller.

The MultiBUMP body slide drops riders at 
high speed over a series of breathtaking 
near-vertical pitches.

Each bump is carefully engineered with 
ProSlide’s compound vertical curves and 
narrow flumes to produce the smoothest 
transitions and the straightest descent.

Themed elements can make this ride 
unforgettable.

Canada’s Wonderland, Canada

Hyland Hills Waterworld, USA

~180
Per HourBody

~180
Per HourBody

~360
Per Hour2 Person

~900
Per Hour6 PersonTurboTWISTER™ 

High-speed fun.
This amped-up version of our classic 
serpentine TWISTER water ride has guests 
screaming all the way to the end.

Riders feel the world drop out from under 
them as they blast through the narrow 
looping and twisting tunnels on one of the 
most exhilarating water rides around!

A high speed, enclosed body slide, the 
TurboTWISTER features back-to-back 
curves and tight 360° loops that send 
riders screaming to the end.

TurboTWISTER uses ProSlide’s proven 
compound curves, ensuring a smooth 
and exciting ride experience in maximum 
safety and comfort. 
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Racers
Own the podium.
Ride experience. In ProSlide racers, riders compete with friends in neighboring lanes, 
launching themselves headfirst onto a mat and vying for first to the finish.

Whether fast tight loops, twisting braided tunnels or open multi-bump descents, the 
ride is always thrilling and the competition intense.

Low lane separators let riders see who’s winning all the way down! Red and green start 
lights and an exit timing system can boost the action.

The sheer joy of competition keeps riders coming back again and again.

Exclusive technology. ProSlide mat racers are the most popular in the world. Why? 
Because every element of these rides has been designed to optimize entertainment, 
operations and safety:

• Each curve, dip and bump is perfectly engineered to deliver smooth transitions and 
keep riders anchored in the flume.

• Seamless transitions from closed to open flumes create a smooth ride.

• Non-skid run-outs ensure riders exit safely.

• Splashguards on outside lanes reduce water loss.

Industry leadership. 170+ racer installations since 1994.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/Racers

Tosselilla Sommarland, Sweden

First Place Awards: IAAPA Best New Waterpark Ride & WWA Industry Innovation

“ ”
ProSlide’s custom design experience delivered a thrilling, 

high-capacity ride that executes flawlessly.
Tommy Bauer, Tosselilla Sommarland
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KrakenRACER™ 

Belly of the beast.
OctopusRACER™ 

Racing loops.

ProRACER™ 

The original mat racer.

Wet ‘n Wild Orlando, USA

Vinpearl Land, Vietnam

In the KrakenRACER™, riders battle each other for speed along the braided arms of 
this legendary titan before blasting into a rolling, high-seas finish. Another ProSlide 
invention!

High above the pool, mat-riding competitors launch themselves headfirst into side-by-
side tunnels to race to the bottom. Riders rocket through the twisting tunnels before 
accelerating into the open multi-bump racing lanes.

Racers drop and bump down the home stretch, enjoying speed, compression and zero 
gravity moments as they race to the finish line.

The winner of IAAPA’s 2011 Best New Waterpark Ride and WWA’s 2011 Innovation 
Award, KrakenRACER is perfect for all ages.

With looping tunnels to start the course 
and wide-open finish lanes, this water 
racer delivers the excitement and variety 
competitors crave.

The ProSlide OctopusRACER™ was the 
first enclosed looping racer on the market. 
Many riders slide at once, creating high 
capacities that grow as you add lanes.

The loops can be configured to suit your 
site – all on one side or mirrored. This 
racer has long-lasting appeal for riders of 
all ages.

Winner of an IAAPA Best New Waterpark 
Ride award, ProRACER™ was the world’s 
first pre-engineered, multi-lane mat racer. 
The sheer joy of competition keeps riders 
coming back again and again.

Riders race against friends in neighboring 
lanes, launching themselves headfirst 
down a two to ten-lane multi-bump slide. 

Each bump drops riders into a brief 
compression, then sends them weightless 
into the next pitch. Every chute adds 
speed to increase thrills.

Red and green start lights and an exit 
timing system can intensify the action.

“We gave ProSlide a challenge 
and they really delivered.”

Vinpearl Land Waterpark Royal City

OCT Shanghai Maya, China

~900
Per HourMat

~900
Per HourMat

~900
Per HourMat
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Aquatic Play
Slide, splash, spray, repeat!

With water pouring, splashing and spraying everywhere, ProSlide aquatic play products 
create a paradise for families.

• Water play isn’t just for children! A WaterKINGDOM™ combines thrilling adult rides 
with kids’ attractions and aquatic play features to create a custom family fun zone 
for all ages.

• Exciting RideHOUSE® aquatic structures feature safe, easy and fun entertainment 
for children and maximum peace-of-mind for parents. ProSlide structures, toys 
and features are the most interactive and stimulating in the industry. Every activity 
challenges minds and motor skills and returns a sense of achievement.

• Kids versions of our award-winning bowl, funnel, racer and serpentine water slides 
offer your youngest guests the same thrills as the big kids. They’re perfect grouped 
together in a KIDZ™ zone or as single rides in smaller parks.

An important element of the world’s best water parks, ProSlide aquatic play products 
deliver high impact family fun and massive capacities.

Industry leadership. 685+ aquatic play installations since 2009.

Learn more. www.proslide.com/AquaticPlay

First Place: IAAPA Best New Waterpark Ride & WWA Industry Innovation

Club Hotel Bolero, Bulgaria “ ”
ProSlide took care of us from the start of the project to the finish. 

We’re so pleased with our new rides.
Velizar Kostadinov, Club Hotel Bolero
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A ProSlide WaterKINGDOM is a water 
park-within-a-park, created especially for 
families.

This single, integrated platform combines 
ProSlide’s iconic and classic water rides, 
RideHOUSE aquatic play structures, and 
kids rides to create a customized family 
thrill zone.

Kids love the interactive toys, battle 
zones, dumping buckets and KIDZ rides. 
Teens and adults can’t get enough of 
serpentines, bowls, funnels and more. 

The visual impact and entertainment 
value of this platform is undeniable.

Exclusive technology. WaterKINGDOMs 
are completely tailored to your park and 
come with a built-in expansion strategy. 

Start with a RideHOUSE aquatic play 
structure, a set of core rides and all the 
connections to grow in later years.

Aquatic play. Your ProSlide 
WaterKINGDOM delivers maximum fun to 
‘kids’ of all ages. 

A great experience means guests spend 
more time in the park and keep coming 
back!

WaterKINGDOM™

Water park within a park!

Water Cube, China
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RideHOUSE 600
Adventure empire.

Our biggest RideHOUSE: an anchor 
attraction with maximum impact, large 
capacities and the most family fun.

RideHOUSE 500
Explore and discover.

This complete high-energy entertainment 
center is loaded with rides and features 
that keep families engaged for hours.

RideHOUSE 400
Imagination creation.

Designed for exploration and discovery, 
this larger structure keeps kids engaged 
and interacting.

Ride experience.
A play structure amped up with the 
world’s best water rides! Kids enjoy hours 
of fun in these self-contained, high variety 
aquatic adventure zones. 

RideHOUSE aquatic play structures 
guarantee high impact and large 
capacities.

• Bowls, funnels and racing slides are 
authentic mini versions of our iconic 
rides.

• Water toys and spray features with 
layers of interaction create more 
engaging play.

• A huge bucket or water wheel builds 
anticipation for the big water dump.

• A separate area for young children 
with easily accessible toys offers 
parents peace of mind.

ProSlide has created a full range of 
exciting combinations that entertain 
families visit after visit. With numerous 
theming packages and endless features, 
there’s a RideHOUSE structure for every 
budget and footprint.

RideHOUSE 300
Interactivity overload.

This compact but adventurous family fun 
center is ideal for both indoor and outdoor 
parks.

RideHOUSE 200
Discovery zone.

Our most compact structure for smaller 
facilities and budgets packs a lot of family 
fun into a tight footprint.

RideHOUSE®

Aquatic adventures.

Kalahari Pocono Mountains, USA

11,000 ft2 / 1022 m2 7,050 ft2 / 655 m2 6,480 ft2 / 602 m2 6,000 ft2 / 557 m2 4,700 ft2 / 437 m2

 Features Slides
RideHOUSE 600 114 8
RideHOUSE 500 103 7
RideHOUSE 400 81 6
RideHOUSE 300 70 5
RideHOUSE 200 42 4
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Truly immersive experience: World-class 
customizable theming allows guests to 
engage more fully in the play. 

And KIDZ versions of our award-winning 
thrill rides means your younger guests get 
their own KIDZ Bowl™, racers and more. 
Exhilaration that’s scaled to size!

Attention to detail. Intelligent design 
innovations, like marine-coated 
galvanized steel and non-skid fiberglass, 
reduce cost and increase durability.

A full suite of new ProSlide-exclusive toys 
inspired by children and designed for 
maximum engagement. Durable HDPE 
toys look better, last longer and are easy 
to brand. 

More adventure: Brave the battle zone 
where opponents show-down, blasting 
water guns directly at one another from 
parallel decks. 

Hide and surprise friends by activating 
water curtain dumps and floor jets. Or 
stay low and use ground water shooters 
to spray guests on higher decks. We 
guarantee zero dry spots on these 
structures!

Fun for all sizes. Multiple paths and 
stairways create options that increase the 
sense of discovery. 

And a separate area for young children 
with stairs, slides and easily-accessible 
toys keep your youngest guests safe, 
offering parents peace of mind.

Slide grouping. Strategic slide placement 
for optimal sight lines and 50% fewer 
attendants - the lowest requirement in the 
industry.

The iconic tipping bucket, available in 
three sizes, is timed to dump up to 550 
gallons every few minutes. A bell timer 
alerts guests when the bucket is ready to 
tip and spray is on the way! 

Towering at the top of every RideHOUSE 
structure, the roaring waterfall adds 
anticipation and liquid sensation to these 
massive complexes. 

Completely customizable. Intelligent design.
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ProSlide offers the widest variety of kids’ rides, with the best choices in every category.

The little ones are thrilled to ride their own versions of our bowls, funnels, racers and 
serpentine slides that look and – more importantly – feel like our iconic attractions.

For ProSlide, water slide safety is always top of mind. Our KIDZ rides are completely 
designed with your youngest guests – and their parents – in mind. 

Our rides have:

• Smooth, safe ride transitions and easy, low-grade landings.

• Shallow pools and optimal sight lines.

The bottom line for your water park is maximum guest satisfaction – and repeat visits!

Kids
Pocket-sized legends.

Wet ‘n’ Wild Sydney, Australia

Kalahari Pocono Mountains, USA

OCT Shanghai Maya, China
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Kids Funnels
Tame the tornado.

Kids and parents alike have a blast on 
these impressive funnels engineered for a 
gentler ride.

The KIDZ Tornado® 24 provides the 
thrill of oscillations without the zero-g 
sensations.

IAAPA’s 2010 Best New Water Ride,  
KIDZ Tornado® 12 offers gentle swings 
perfect for the youngest guests. In a 
compact footprint.

Chimelong, China

Mont Cascades, Canada

OCT Tianjin Happy Valley, China

Wet’n’Wild Sydney, Australia

Roaring Springs, USA

Wet’n’Wild Gold Coast, Australia

Wet’n’Wild Phoenix, USA

Kids Serpentine Rides
Smile-makers.

Kids can ride solo or with an adult down 
these gently curving open tube and body 
slides.

The KIDZ Pipeline™ tube ride is just 
a little bit faster for riders in single or 
double tubes.

The KIDZ Twister™ is a classic serpentine 
body slide with smooth, gentle curves.

Authentic mini versions.

Kids Racers
Kicks for kids.

Mini Olympians are thrilled to race 
parents and friends in mini versions of our 
famous racer rides.

The KIDZ MiniRiver™ lets many kids slide 
at once down a wide surface that may be 
bumped or straight, short or long.

The KIDZ ProRacer™ offers safe 
competition for young ones down its two 
to eight-lanes.

The KIDZ OctopusRacer™ takes riders 
through a 360º loop, injecting even more 
excitement and variety into the race!

Kids Bowls
Mini spin.

Little ones love to ride this bowl slide, 
designed especially for them. It keeps 
them coming back again and again.

The KIDZ Bowl™ 14 provides a gentle, but 
authentic, bowl experience.

 Vehicle ~Capacity 
KIDZ Tornado 24 1-2 Person 360/hr
KIDZ Tornado 12 1-2 Person 360/hr
KIDZ Bowl 14 Body 180/hr
KIDZ Pipeline 1-2 Person 360/hr
KIDZ Twister Body 300/hr
KIDZ MiniRiver Body 600/hr
KIDZ ProRacer Body 600/hr
KIDZ OctopusRacer Body 300/hr
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Waves & Rivers
Crowd pleasers.
The cornerstone of every water park, wave pools and lazy rivers provide hours of 
entertainment for guests of all ages.

For some of your customers, these are the main attraction; like spending a day at the 
beach or floating down river. For other guests, they’re the perfect break from high-thrill 
rides.

With massive capacities, ProSlide WAVES™ and ProSlide RIVERS™ deliver maximum 
value when combined with food and beverage and lounging areas, and extend park 
visits. When used strategically, ProSlide SURF™ is a proven revenue generator. 

Why ProSlide? No other ride manufacturer knows water parks better – and not just 
because we own and operate one of our own. ProSlide is the trusted supplier to the 
world’s most prestigious parks. They rely on us for complete solutions – from high thrill 
rides to aquatic play structures and now to wave pools, rivers and surfing attractions. 

Our ability to customize every ride to fit your park perfectly is further extended with 
our rivers, wave pools and surf machines. We help you make the most of your park’s 
natural features to ensure these attractions truly belong in your site. 

Learn more. www.proslide.com/Waves-Rivers

Massive Capacities Delivering Massive Value!

“ ”
I have just one word for ProSlide rides: AWESOME!

Robb Alvey, Theme Park Review
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ProSlide SURFTM

Ride the wave!

ProSlide RIVERSTM

Go with the flow.

ProSlide WAVESTM

Make a splash.

Who doesn’t love spending time at the 
beach? Or floating down river with friends 
and family!

Introducing ProSlide WAVES and  
ProSlide RIVERS, attractions that appeal 
to the widest demographic of guests.

They provide hours of entertainment – 
without line ups. And keep your customers 
where you want them: in the park.

Our team of expert master planners can 
help you maximize the impact and value 
of these must-have attractions: 

• Position them near food and 
beverage facilities to encourage 
guests to linger. 

• Make them easily accessible for 
private events and after-hours 
functions to drive additional revenue. 

• Add a big screen to the pool 
area to generate excitement and 
take advantage of sponsorship 
opportunities. 

• Include a not-so-lazy river to create a 
whole new family adventure. 

Now available ProSlide SURF. The 
world-class surf simulator entertains your 
guests, whether they ride it or just watch!

The unique surface shape of the ProSlide 
SURF is modeled after open ocean waves. 
The steeper section of the ride is perfect 
for launching tricks while the gentler area 
allows riders to smoothly complete their 
carves and transition from one trick to the 
next.

This profile – gently angled in the front 
and steep towards the back – also gives 
riders the ability to move side-to-side, 
front-to-back and into the air, maximizing 
the riding surface and extending their 
riding time.

ProSlide SURF caters to guests of all 
levels: standing surfers, as well as knee 
and body board riders. And because it’s 
a skill-based attraction, guests return 
to your park over and over to hone their 
skills and learn new tricks.

This attraction is a spectator magnet! 
Your guests get just as much enjoyment 
watching the novice riders as they do 
cheering on the pros.
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Contact Us
Global Headquarters
150 – 2650 Queensview Drive
Ottawa, Ontario
K2B 8H6  Canada

Phone: +1.613.526.5522
Email: info@proslide.com

Worldwide locations
Europe
Kerkstraat 310
1017 HC Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Phone: +31 (0)85 773 0763
Mobile: +31 (0)6 24 886 063
Email: llenders@proslide.com

China
Moma Tower – Suite 320
199 Chaoyang Beilu,
Beijing 100026, China

Phone: +86(10)8598.3898
Mobile: +86.186.1119.5332
Email: yli@proslide.com

www.proslide.com

Korea
137-040  Suite 335, B1 Cowell Building
66-1 Banpo-Dong, Seocho-Gu
Seoul, South Korea

Phone: +82.2.535.5903
Mobile: +82.10.2745.3356
Email: rkwon@proslide.com

Since 1986, ProSlide has pioneered almost every major water ride invention. Our 
extensive list of patents is a reflection of our drive to invent.

ProSlide-exclusive technology includes some of the most game-changing 
advancements in the industry. An example: our specially-designed linear induction 
motors (LIMs) that have forever changed water coasters. ProSlide HydroMAGNETIC 
coasters are covered by 15 patents alone.

But we’re not just innovating at the ride level. Over the decades, we’ve scrutinized 
every element of the water park experience and have worked to make improvements. 
Like the invention of twin entry loading systems that significantly improve capacities 
by doubling dispatch rates. ProSplash run-outs that eliminate the need for a pool exit, 
saving space. The ProSlide two-person WhirlyWHEEL tubes that allow guests to ride 
facing each other.

Right down to the fiberglass. It’s the fundamental element of our rides – and how 
we make it – that has the longest-lasting advantage for our customers. We take great 
pride in the fact that ProSlide fiberglass is among the thickest in the industry, making it 
not only more durable but also safer.

One reason our fiberglass performs is because every stage of the manufacturing 
process is visible to the production team. We inspect each piece to ensure both the 
fiberglass and the laminate meet the specifications, every time. And we run it through 
the most stringent testing. Tensile strength, abrasion wear, color and gloss retention: 
all of it scrutinized and optimized to ensure our rides stand the test of time.

Asia Pacific Headquarters
ShanghaiMart International Trade Center
Room 11A55-57, 2299 Yan’an Road West
Shanghai, 200336, China

Phone: +86.021.6236.6793
Mobile: +86.136.7177.7134
Email: rchisholm@proslide.com
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Creating the world’s best water rides.
30 years of continuous innovation.
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